Ellipsometric measurements of the complex dielectric functions of Ni and Ni&, Cu, alloys {c=0.1,0.3,0.4) have been carried out in the (1. 2 -5.5)-eV region. Two structures in the 0. & spectrum of pure Ni at about 1.5 and 4.7 eV are attributable to direct interband transitions in the band structure of ferromagnetic Ni. As the Cu concentration increases, the 4.7-eV edge (from transitions between the s-d -hybridized bands well below E+ and the s-p-like bands above E+, e.g. , X&~X4) shifts to higher energies, while the 1.5-eV edge (from transitions between a p-like band below EF and a d band above EF along the L -8' direction, e.g. , L2~L3) remains at the same energy. A structure grows in the {2-3)-eV region as Cu is added, and it is interpreted to be due to the transitions between the localized Cu subbands. All these observations are in accord with the calculated {coherent-potential-approximation) electronic structure of ¹iCualloys.
INTRGDUCTION
The understanding of the electronic structure of disordered alloys is not yet as advanced as that of ordered crystals. Because of the lack of translational symmetry, the eigenstates of disordered alloys cannot be characterized in terms of the energy-band picture associated with Bloch's theorem, and often the nature of the one-electron states is not known.
A great deal of work has been done on the study of electron states in disordered, substitutional, binary alloys, which possess a regular crystal lattice whose sites are occupied at random by two difT'erent types of atoms. As a prototype of the nearly ideal, disordered, substitutional, binary-alloy systems, the electronic structure and related optical and magnetic properties of Ni-Cu alloys have long been the subject of much theoretical and experimental interest.
Ni and Cu are next to one another in the Periodic Fig. 1 . The spectrum for pure Ni shows two representative structures, a peak near 1.5 eV and a broad structure around 4.7 eV. As Cu is added, the intensities of both structures decrease, while a broad structure grows in the (2 -3)-eV region. The peak position of the 4.7-eV structure shifts to higher energies as the Cu concentration increases, while that of the 1.5-eV structure remains unchanged, as listed in Table I. In Fig. 2, b , o i = (cr i),&& "- (o &) ""spectra are shown to demonstrate the evolution of the above-mentioned structures more clearly. The intensities of the two structures diminish gradually from those of pure Ni as the Cu concentration increases. We can also see that a broad structure in the (2 -3)-eV region develops and its peak position shifts to lower energies as the Cu concentration increases. ' ' found in the spectrum.
The optical structure at about 1.5 eV has been assigned to direct interband transitions between a p-like band below Ez and a d band above EF along the L -8 ' direc-3, 8, 44, 47 tion, ' ' ' e.g. , L 2 L 3, as indicated in the ferromagnetic band structure for Ni (Ref. 3) (Fig. 4) , which has been obtained empirically by fitting angle-resolved photoemission results. ' The structure at about 4.7 eV has been assigned to direct interband transitions between the spatially extended s-d -hybridized states well below EF and the s -p-like conduction states above EF, '" e.g. , X&~X4, as indicated in Fig. 4 According to the CPA calculations for paramagnetic Ni-Cu alloys by Stocks et al. , ' ' the density of Cu d states is broad, with its center at about 3.5 eV below EF r, =(1 -c)rN'+cr', " . and a half-width of about 2 eV for 11 at. % Cu, as shown in Fig. 5 
